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Abstract—Learning how to walk is a sophisticated neurological
task for most animals. In order to walk, the brain must synthesize
multiple cortices, neural circuits, and diverse sensory inputs.
Some animals, like humans, imitate surrounding individuals to
speed up their learning. When humans watch their peers, visual
data is processed through a visual cortex in the brain. This
complex problem of imitation-based learning forms associations
between visual data and muscle actuation through Central Pat-
tern Generation (CPG). Reproducing this imitation phenomenon
on low power, energy-constrained robots that are learning to walk
remains challenging and unexplored. We propose a bio-inspired
feed-forward approach based on neuromorphic computing and
event-based vision to address the gait imitation problem. The
proposed method trains a ”student” hexapod to walk by watching
an ”expert” hexapod moving its legs. The student processes
the flow of Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS) data with a one-
layer Spiking Neural Network (SNN). The SNN of the student
successfully imitates the expert within a small convergence time of
ten iterations and exhibits energy efficiency at the sub-microjoule
level.
Index Terms—robotic locomotion, gait imitation, spiking neu-
ral network, dynamic vision sensor, event-based visual processing
I. INTRODUCTION
Learning walking gaits for legged robots in real time
remains a challenge due to the computational and energy
constraints of battery-powered edge-computing platforms. Ide-
ally, algorithms for learning gaits are compact and effective,
using little sensing data. This approach is contradictory to
popular machine learning techniques that require tremendous
amount of data and computing power, such as deep learning
[1]. Instead of seeking solutions based on dense training data
and power-hungry hardware, we resort to inspiration from the
human brain, which is energy-efficient when learning tasks
[2].
Learning to walk is imperative to the survival of legged
vertebrates. The various motor patterns are either innate in the
neural circuitry, or learned through imitation and interaction
with an external environment [3]. The ability of primates
(humans in particular) to imitate others facilitates the rapid
learning of new motor coordination patterns [4], [5].
In this paper, we design a real-time feed-forward learning
system that enables a hexapod robot to visually observe and
imitate the gaits of another identical robot. To achieve learning
and energy efficiency, we leverage the combined benefits of
two bio-inspired approaches: neuromorphic computing using
a Spiking Neural Network (SNN) [6], and event-based vision
from a Dynamic Vision Sensor (DVS) [7]. Below, we briefly
these concepts that are related to our work.
Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs) are the third generation
of neural networks that model the dynamic behavior of bio-
logical neural systems [8]. SNNs encode information in either
spike frequency or spike timing generated by neurons. It is
capable of processing a significant amount of spatial-temporal
information with a limited number of neurons and spikes
[9]. Recently, SNNs have been implemented on neuromor-
phic computing hardware to increase energy efficiency [10],
[11]. Furthermore, recent advances of emerging nanoelectronic
materials and devices, such as resistive RAMs (RRAM) [12]
and spintronic devices [13], are facilitating the development
of real-time large-scale mixed-signal neuromorphic computing
systems. These systems have the potential to bridge the energy
efficiency gap between artificial systems and neural systems.
SNNs have been successfully applied to various computation
tasks, such as visual recognition [14], natural language pro-
cessing [15], brain-computer interface [16], and robotic control
[17].
Central Pattern Generators (CPG) are an ensemble of
neural oscillators located in the spinal cord of vertebrates
and in ganglions of invertebrates that are intricately involved
in producing rhythmic patterns like locomotion, breathing,
chewing etc [18], [19]. CPG research sheds light on the
fundamental signal flow during locomotion. The dynamic
behavior of CPGs can be modeled with SNNs, and thus be
applied to the locomotion control of legged robots [20], [21].
In this work, we configure the control pattern of each leg based
on the CPG model [20], [22].
Dynamic Vision Sensors (DVS) are novel vision sensors
that produce a stream of asynchronous events. These events
are dependent on the change in pixel intensities [7]. Benefiting
from the decoupled pixels, DVS cameras generate ”frameless”
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binary data at one bit per pixel. The binary property of DVS
visual data shrinks the data size and allows the cameras to
run in milliwatts, saving a tremendous amount of power.
This level is suited for energy constrained setups [7]. Two
additional advantages of DVS’s are high dynamic range and
low latency. DVS cameras operate with latencies in the range
of microseconds, which is ideal for processing high-speed
motion. Its wide dynamic range at a maximum of 140dB can
handle scenes with large illumination disparities. Moreover,
the visual data produced by DVS can be seamlessly fed into
the asynchronous event-driven SNNs [23]. The combination
of DVS’s and SNNs serve as an extra bonus towards reducing
computational intensity and energy consumption.
In this work, we propose a bio-inspired end-to-end real-
time learning system based on SNNs and DVS’s in order for a
hexapod robot to perform gait imitation. In our demonstration,
one hexapod robot (student) observes the gait examples of
another hexapod (expert) through a DVS camera. The event
data from the DVS is used to train the ”student” robot, which
enables the robot to imitate the ”expert” robot’s gait. The
innovations and contributions of the proposed method are
listed below:
• The proposed method is compact and effective. The main
components are a filter with simple AND operations, a
Gaussian filter, and a one-layer SNN with six spiking
neurons. The Gaussian filter only operates in the training
phase. Such a compact design can be easily implemented
on any edge computing platform, even without neuromor-
phic hardware.
• The proposed method is a fast real-time learning process.
In our demonstration, the student hexapod robot begins
to synchronize its gait into the target gait in around ten
iterations of training.
• Our method is bio-inspired and event-driven. Taking
advantage of coupling the SNN and DVS, the system
is fed with a small data stream and processes the spatio-
temporal information in real-time. Such a design can keep
the energy consumption of the gait imitation computation
in the sub-microjoule level.
• As far as we know, our work is the first to achieve
gait imitation learning of legged robots by combining
neuromorphic computing and event-based vision, both of
which are bio-inspired.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows.
In Section II, we give a brief summary of existing related
work; Section III describes the proposed method in detail. The
experimental setup, results and demonstration are presented
in Section IV. We also include energy estimation based on
neuromorphic hardware. Section V consists of the conclusion
and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Using spike-based CPG to control the hexapod robot’s gait
was explored in [20]. The SNN weights are obtained by
utilizing a simpleton method of solving linear inequalities.
Three weight matrices correspond to three different gait dy-
namics of CPG. Espinal et al. used an evolution algorithm
to obtain weight matrices of CPG SNN [22]. Another work
demonstrates an on-robot training algorithm of CPG. A reward
function is formed using balance and forward translation mea-
surements to train a spiking reinforcement learning algorithm
[24]. However, these methods do not borrow from the natural
phenomena of imitation learning. Coupling robotic motion
with DVS has been done for obstacle avoidance in a non-
bioinspired wheeled robot [25]. Movements from a video
demonstration can be reproduced using a recurrently con-
nected SNN with prediction error minimization [26]. However,
both of these methods use either a pre-programmed SNN or
a non-biological learning framework.
Fig. 1. This figure explains the algorithm’s flow. The expert hexapod moves
the legs, which the DVS camera records in order to generate the event map.
The event map is filtered using an Andpool to find the region of high spike
generation. The relative angle of this region (θ) is passed through the Gaussian
classifier to generate a label for the leg that moved. The map is fed as the
input layer to a six-neuron SNN. Using the label, the weights are adjusted to
train the SNN. The neuron which spikes is the leg associated with the expert’s
leg and activated on the student hexapod.
III. METHOD
Fig. 1 shows the flow of data and learning architecture
required for training and testing the SNN. The expert hexapod
robot shown in Fig. 1 walks using CPG [20]. This walk
is recorded using the DVS, which provides binary visual
data. The data is filtered with a kernel for denoising and
compression to identify the most active sections of the video.
The SNN processes the filtered data to find associations
between the legs in the video and the legs on the hexapod.
During the training, the moving legs are assigned a label using
a Gaussian classifier. Based on the leg labels and filtered data,
the neurons in the SNN’s output layer adjust their weights.
The experimental setup and algorithm details are explained
below.
A. Event-Based Vision
A CeleX5 DVS camera was used to collect event-based
visual data. The pixels in the dynamic vision sensor oper-
ate asynchronously. An event is generated at a pixel if the
intensity of that pixel changes. [7]. All the pixels operate
independently. In other words, activity is only generated in
the pixels where motion is detected. DVS cameras also save
plenty of energy, which is especially useful for natural bio-
inspired tasks that are expected to consume little energy in real
animals. Quick leg movements can be efficiently captured with
additional bandwidth, freeing the camera from the frames per
second constraint that applies to regular frame-based cameras.
Additionally, DVS cameras boast a wide dynamic range (140
dB vs. 60 dB) and reduced motion blur.
We collect data flow from the DVS, which returns infor-
mation in the form (x, y, t), where x and y are the pixel
coordinates and t is the time-stamp at which the event was
generated. The events generated within a 40 ms window are
accumulated into a single array. We will represent this array
as I ∈ {0, 1}n×m, where n and m are placeholders for
dimensions that will be specified later. All the data in the
form I will be referred to as DVS images or DVS data.
Before any of the data can be used to train the robot, a
minpool filter must be applied to denoise the data, equivalent
to how kernels are applied over images in Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN). Since I ∈ {0, 1}n×m, a minpool is
equivalent to an AND operation being applied over a section
of the image (Fig. 2). This AND operation over a space in
{0, 1}n×m will be referred to as an Andpool in this paper.
Similarly, a maxpool in {0, 1}n×m is equivalent to an OR
operation, so it will be referred to as an Orpool. In this paper,
the subscript of I will refer to how that image was filtered by
an Andpool. For example, a DVS image filtered by a 10× 10
Andpool will be called I10, while the original unfiltered image
will be I0.
B. SNN Architecture
An SNN architecture was used to train the robot. Both DVS
and SNN use a continuous flow of binary events, in which the
presence of a spike at a particular time is equivalent to a value
of 1 in an array, and 0 otherwise. Therefore, the coupling of
these two bio-inspired systems is natural and intuitive. We feed
a stream of DVS data into the SNN, eliminating the need for
time stamps and reducing memory consumption. The many-
input, single-output neuron model obeys Equation (1). If the
sum of inputs increases, the action potential V of the neuron
increases. If V reaches a threshold, the neuron ”spikes”, which
Fig. 2. A comparison between a raw DVS image I0 and its filtered counterpart
I10. The 2×2 Andpool filter is able to remove all the noise from I0. A value
of 1 in any I equates to a white pixel. Likewise, a 0 equates to a black pixel.
The subscript of I denotes how large of a filter was applied to I0.
Fig. 3. A comparison between I0 and I10 at the time a single leg moves. I0
is a 600 × 600 binary matrix, and I10 is a 60 × 60 binary matrix. In I10,
only three of the 3600 pixels are activated. In other words, the sum of I10
at this instance of time is three. These three pixels correspond to the Leg 1.
Fig. 4 displays the I10 for each of the legs.
Fig. 4. Each one of the hexapod’s legs are visible in I10 if all the legs move
one at a time in the video. I10 is noticeably sparse, which makes it easy
for the algorithm to determine not only which leg moved, but also when it
moved. These frames correspond to the peaks in Fig. 5(b).
Fig. 5. A comparison of the number of white pixels per frame between
I0 and I10. Once again, the sparseness of I10 is apparent. The Andpool’s
ability to accurately detect leg movement helps simplify the algorithm for the
associative network. The filter is so exclusive that Legs 2, 3, and 5 only have
one pixel to represent them.
TABLE I
VARIABLES
τ neuron time constant, ≈ 4s
τge ge time constant, ≈ 1.2s
Vrest resting voltage, ≈ −65mV
Vexec exciting voltage, ≈ −30mV
w ∈ Rn×m neuron’s weights
I ∈ {0, 1}n×m single frame from video
is equivalent to saying that the neuron’s output at a particular
time is 1. Otherwise, the neuron’s output is 0.
A visual interpretation for the dynamics of the neuron are
described by the following equations and Table I. Fig. 6
provides a visual representation.
τ
dV
dt
= (V − V rest) + ge(V − V exec) (1)
τge
dge
dt
= −ge (2)
ge = ge + w · I (3)
The network consisting of these neurons is shown in Fig.
1. Six output neurons corresponding to the six legs of the
student hexapod form the output layer. The training data
that is fed to these output neurons consists of one filtered
DVS video that repeats itself infinitely. The DVS data at
time t is filtered to generate a 60 × 60 image (I10[t]). An
output neuron spike is triggered when a sufficient number of
input spikes in I10 are accumulated. This trigger moves the
corresponding leg on the student hexapod. Thus, training this
network involves adjusting the weights connecting the input to
the output layer, which strengthens one-to-one associations the
legs and I10. The output is fully connected to the input, and
the weights are initialized to zero at the beginning of training.
Equations 2 and 3 illustrate the behavior of input synapses,
which are incorporated in the action potential dynamics of
spiking neurons.
Fig. 6. Demonstration of how a single neuron’s output is a function of
its input. The dot product between the input spikes and weights is added
asynchronously to ge (Equation 3), which increases V . The first six input
spikes are too sparse to generate an output spike, but the train of spikes that
starts after 100 seconds is concentrated enough to push the action potential V
past the spiking threshold, resulting in two output spikes. A refractory period
(2s where V = Vrest) follows the output spike. In this particular example
there is only one input, but a neuron in an SNN will have multiple inputs that
will be summed and added to ge.
C. Weight Adjusting Algorithm
The algorithm for adjusting weights involves associating leg
movement in the training video (I0[t]) to the leg on the student
hexapod. First, to clear the random noise, the data is filtered
with a 10 × 10 Andpool to form I10. The existence of any
spikes at all in I10 indicates that a leg moves. The leg label,
which is an integer between 1 and 6, associated with those
spikes is identified using the Gaussian classifier described in
Section III-D and Algorithm 2. This label is used as an index
for the output layer. The weights that are connected to the
spikes are incremented by an arbitrary amount p, where
p = ωe−αt
with α, ω as arbitrary constants. Since p → 0 as t → ∞,
the SNN eventually stops training with large enough t. The
algorithm also dampens the connections which do not receive
any spikes. The end result is a feed-forward network that
builds associations between areas in the image to one of the
six neurons. The pseudocode is provided in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Weight Adjusting Algorithm
1: N ← array of 6 spiking neurons
2: α, β, ω, σ ← constants
3: u, v ← length and width of frame in I10
4: for each neuron in N do
5: neuron.weights← 0u,v
6: end for
7: for t = 1 to T do
8: p← ωe−αt
9: m← σe−βt
10: for each neuron in N do
11: Update and evaluate neuron as described in equations
1-3, where the input is I10[t]
12: end for
13: if any(I10[t]) then
14: leg ← Algorithm 2
15: ip ← inidices where I10[t] == 1
16: im ← inidices where I10[t] == 0
17: N(leg).weights[ip] += p
18: N(leg).weights[im] −= m
19: end if
20: end for
D. Leg Estimator
The solution to figuring out exactly which leg is moving at
time t is non-unique. Either of the front or back legs could
be labeled as Leg 1. In other words, four of the six images in
Fig. 4 could be assigned to Leg 1, and the outcome would be
the same. Therefore, we must impose our own interpretation
of how the legs are numbered.
A probabilistic Gaussian classifier assigns a label to each
leg action detected in I10. From I10, we extrapolate the leg’s
position which we will refer to as l ∈ Z2×1. In order to
extrapolate the hexapod’s body, we must use the smaller 2×2
Andpool. After the 2 × 2 filter we follow it with a 10 × 10
Orpool to enhance the remaining pixels. The result is more
accurate if this filter is performed in the interval [t− 10, t], as
described in step 2 of Algorithm 2. We will refer to this final
result as Ibody . The centroid of Ibody will be called c ∈ Z2×1.
The angle θ between l and c is used to determine the leg label,
which is calculated using step 17 of Algorithm 2. Using θ, a
number 1-6 can be associated with each of the frames in I10
by taking the leg with the highest value as predicted by the
Gaussian classifier in Fig. 8.
This part of the algorithm is only used in the training. When
a different gait is tested, the SNN already has the connections
needed to walk correctly.
IV. RESULTS
A. Experiment Configuration
Two hexapod robots are used as the student and the expert.
A Raspberry Pi 3 on the hexapod controls its 12 servos.
Algorithm 2 Leg Estimation Algorithm
1: Ibody ← 0u×v (u and v same as Algorithm 1)
2: for i = 0 to 10 do
3: Ia ← I2[t− i]
4: Ib ← filter Ia with 10× 10 Orpool
5: Ibody ← Ibody ∨ Ib
6: end for
7: Ibody ← ¬I10[t] ∧ Ibody
8: c← centroid(Ibody)
9: l← centroid(I10[t])
10: θ ← arctan 2(cy − ly, cx − lx)
11: leg ← arg max
L
P (L|Θ = θ) (from Fig. 8)
12: return leg
Fig. 7. Visual representation of Ibody , the Anti-Leg Mask, and the bitwise
AND operation applied between the two. The Anti-Leg Mask removes the
concentration of pixels at the leg from Ibody , so that only the body is left
in (c). Steps 3, 4, and 5 in Algorithm 2 correspond to (a), (b), and (c). The
centroid c can be found from (c), whereas the leg position l can be found
from I10
Fig. 8. The picture (a) is a frame of I10, and (b) plots the prior Gaussians for
each leg. The white arrow in (a) starts at the origin c and points to the group
of pixels l. The angle θ can be calculated by taking the arctan between the
coordinates of c and l. Once θ is obtained, we can compute the distribution
P (L|Θ = θ). The leg label is the arg max of this distribution. (a) and (b)
correspond with steps 10 and 11 in Algorithm 1, respectively.
Each leg has two servos, allowing two DOF per leg. The legs
are programmed to oscillate at the same frequency, but with
phase differences between the legs. This simple method of
programming a gait into the robot is inspired by CPG [22]. In
order to translate the SNN output to CPG, a leg goes through
one period of an oscillation when its corresponding neuron
spikes. It must wait for another spike from the neuron to
continue to the next cycle. Fig. 9 demonstrates how spikes
translate to gaits.
For the video recording, the robot was programmed to move
one leg at a time, and the next leg does not start moving until
the previous leg finishes its cycle. Once all the legs finish their
cycles, the video ends. Video-1 shows the input video, as well
as the filtering steps before it is fed into the SNN.
In order to create the new video for testing the SNN on
different gaits, we actually took the original training video
and cut it into six pieces, one for each leg. Then the pieces
are rearranged in a different order. If two or more legs move
at the same time, then the two pieces are superimposed on
each other using bitwise OR. Therefore, the hexapod can be
controlled by manipulating the video it was trained on.
The DVS camera used to record the video is fabricated by
CelePixel Technology, which comes with a dynamic range of
140dB and a resolution of 1280×800. Each frame in the DVS
video approximately equates to 0.04 seconds passing in real
time. The dynamic behavior of the neuron was also configured
to have 0.04 seconds pass with each iteration. The Forward
Euler method was used to model Equations 1-3.
B. Learning
Fig. 9 shows the SNN converging to the correct solution.
A demonstration is provided in Video-2. Fig. 9(a) plots the
action potential build-up of one neuron in the training phase.
The action potential settles down to regular periodic spiking
as t → ∞. Fig. 9(c) shows spiking of all six output neurons
using a raster plot. The training begins by with only some of
output neurons firing correctly. The pattern finally converges
to the pattern in the video within 120 seconds. This completes
the association between the video and the hexapod legs. After
the training, any rearrangement of the order in which the legs
move can be reproduced by the SNN. In Fig. 9(b) and 9(d), a
stable tripod gait pattern (with odd and even number neurons
spiking in adjacent time steps) is produced by the SNN by
rearranging the input accordingly. If this network is deployed
on the hexapod, the hexapod will demonstrate the tripod gait
as observed in the video.
C. Energy Consumption Estimation
We estimate the computing energy consumption of spiking
neurons in the testing phase. Most of the power is consumed
by the Andpool filter and the SNN. The estimations assume
implementation on customized neuromorphic computing hard-
ware, such as Intel’s Loihi [10], which costs 1.7 nJ per event
spike. The input fires 1∼3 spikes during the movement of of a
single leg, as shown in Fig. 5(b), resulting in a total energy cost
of around 5nJ. For the Andpool operation, 3600 kernels of size
10×10 are applied over a 600×600 array. This operation can
be computed with either neuromorphic systems, or traditional
digital systems such as FPGA and ASIC. In the latter scenario,
we assume 3600 AND gates that consist of six transistors each
in 14nm technology. The consumption in a single transistor is
in the fJ-level according to 12CV
2. The Boolean computing of
the Andpool filter costs approximately 2 ∼ 3 nJ. Therefore,
the total computational energy consumption of processing one
leg is 10nJ. Considering the other peripheral circuits and the
buffering of sparse event data, a conservative estimation of
the system energy cost is at the sub-µJ level. Our design is
extremely useful in energy constrained circumstances, such as
dealing with a limited supply of battery power. The system’s
energy efficiency is the result of two factors. The first factor
is the small and sparse visual data flow generated by the
DVS, followed by the simple Boolean Andpool filter. The
other factor is the asynchronous event-driven visual processing
of the SNN, which conserves a significant amount of energy
between input spikes.
Fig. 9. A comparison of action potentials ((a) and (b)) and raster plots ((c)
and (d)) before and after the SNN is trained. For the action potential plots, we
chose to plot the neuron corresponding to Leg 2. For the raster plots, all six
neurons are displayed. In (a) and (c), the SNN is initialized with all weights
are 0, but the relevant weights increase until it converges to a solution in
about 100 seconds. At this time, the robot with the SNN is synchronized with
the target robot. For (b) and (d), the SNN picks up a new walking pattern
without any re-training. Note that the time axes between training and testing
are scaled differently.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a bio-inspired feed-forward learning system
that trains a student hexapod to imitate the gait of an expert
hexapod. We exploit the inherent coupling between DVS and
SNN to generate and process event-based data. The student
hexapod generates the sequence of leg motions identical to
the expert’s by watching the expert in real time. Furthermore,
the student learns the gait within a short training period,
while using only one video as a data source. Ultra-low
energy consumption in the sub-microjoule region makes this
work competent in energy constrained scenarios and hardware
platforms. Our future work will focus on real-time imitation
learning that extends over more complex actions involving
different state and action spaces.
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